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So Al Horford sits out four months because of the first major injury of his career and then comes back 
and has what is, under the circumstances, probably his best postseason game. But the Hawks didn’t win 
until Horford prevented Rajon Rondo from driving to score after they nearly gave the game away with a 
terrible turnover. 

•

Yeah, that sounds about right for the Hawks. •
Larry Drew: “Al Horford was absolutely huge tonight. His ability to move around at times when we were 
forced to make switches on defense, and his foot speed enabled him to sta with the ball. Offensively, his 
gives us a presdence down there, and he made some big shots for us tonight.” 

•

After sending out Jason Collins, Erick Dampier, Ivan Johnson and Rusty Al Horford for four games, 
the Hawks suddenly now another bona fide big man to play alongside Josh Smith. The difference was 
somewhat noticeable 

•

Watching Horford run the floor for dunks in Game 4, I realized it had been so long since I’d seen him out 
there I kind of forgot how good he can be. “That was the team they started the season with,” Doc Rivers 
said. “They now have it, so now we have to deal with it.” 

•

The Hawks survived some tense final moments after Rajon Rondo stole Josh’s pass. “I didn’t think he 
was going to get it,” Josh said. “He’s got that long wingspan and long fingers. He was able to make a 
huge play for them. We came back down and I quickly washed the memory out of my head.” 

•

Josh did at least have the awareness to cut Rondo off from the middle of the floor and make him turn left 
before Garnett took him out with a pick. Al stepped up to corral Rondo along the baseline and then 
stayed in front of him as Rondo tried to set him up with a move. 

•

“Al sat down on him pretty good,” Josh said. “They tried to throw it to KG and I was able to deflect it, and 
the game was over. Thank God.” 

•

“I didn’t want to lose the series that way, so I didn’t want to let Rondo shoot a jumper over me,” Horford 
said. “You’re fighting for your life out there.” 

•

“Al makes a big difference,” Rondo said. “He can guard anybody on the floor. Other than that, it’s the 
same Hawks we’ve been playing the last four or five years.” 

•

Zaza Pachulia did a fine job in place of Horford this season, and the Hawks certainly could still use him 
now. But Horford does so many things well, and he did them all tonight against the Celtics. 

•

Al ran screen-rolls with Jeff Teague to get scores at the basket or pop outs for Js. He collected 
offensive rebounds. He switched on screens and defended guards. He blocked shots. He collected 
defensive boards and ran the break. 

•

Al ended up playing 41 minutes after Drew abandoned his plan to limit him. “I was tired a little bit but 
right now I feel fine,” he said. “Maybe it’s the adrenaline from the game and tomorrow it will be a different 
story. 

•

The screen-roll element alone with Al is a big boost for the Hawks. They were missing that badly. 
“Definitely,” Teague said. “He’s a real athletic guy, athletic roller. And his presence to be able to pick-and
-pop and he can switch it up and roll, that’s big.” 

•

The Celtics now go from being able to ignore Atlanta’s centers to perhaps having to consider doubling 
him. All of that freelancing by KG has to end now, opening up the floor. 

•

Joe Johnson didn’t see it that way, though: “The court wasn’t necessarily more open with Al out there 
tonight. I was just trying to make the right play out there. It feels great to have him back on the floor.” 

•

Sure, because otherwise the Hawks lose this game and the story might be about how Joe managed just 
four points on six shots in the second half and bogged down the offense by constantly being indecisive 
until help came and he dribbled away from the basket. 

•

Teague was terrific. He scored efficiently again (16 points on 11 shots, five assists against three 
turnovers) and subjectively much better defending Rondo than before. 

•

“I just feel like sometimes I have to be aggressive, pick-and-choose my shots, try to get Joe going a little 
bit,” he said. “I really couldn’t get anything going in the first quarter so I thought I’d be a little more 
aggressive as the game went on. Got the guys going and tried to make the shots when I was open.” 

•

I supposed he made Joe happy by helping him get 17 shots for his 15 points while Teague made due 
with six fewer shots for his 16. 

•
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Marvin Williams finally was back to the confident catch-and-shoot game that had looked so good late in 
the regular season. The points are so hard to come by for the mainstays in this series he has to knock 
down those open looks. He still looks less solid on defense than usual. 

•

Josh found his burst at times to collect 16 rebounds. He’s a tough guy but he sometimes tries to play the 
same way gimpy as when he’s well. The jump shots weren’t falling and there were some bad turnovers 
while trying to run the break but the six assists highlight his ability to make diagonal passes out of the 
post and interior passes to cutting teammates. 

•

With Horford back, Drew almost had no choice but to keep good players on the court and shortened the 
bench considerably. But he still managed to find a way to play Willie Green over Kirk Hinrich in the 
second half after Hinrich had seven points on four shots and played solid D in the first half. 

•

Drew also found minutes eight minutes for Erick Dampier and the way he handled him is typical. 
Dampier had a decent stretch in the first half, grabbing a couple rebounds and scoring on a nice catch 
around the basket. But instead of being happy/relieved that this happened, Drew went back to Dampier 
for a less-successful stretch in the second half. 

•

Credit Drew, though, for getting Horford back in the game after Ryan Hollins beat Dampier down the 
court for an oop dunk. “At the end of the third quarter I asked coach if he could sit me down for four or 
five minutes to I can come back and leave it all out there,” Al said. “But I had to go back in earlier than 
that.” 

•

The Hawks go back to Boston for what’s sure to be another slog with the Celtics. •
“Whatever we did [tonight], ball it up in a cup and take it with us,” Teague said. “We have just to come 
out and play hard again. It’s going to be a hostile environment. We’ve just got to get past those first five 
minutes and we’ll be fine.” 

•

“I wish we could have a game like they had on us, where nobody missed a shot in Game 4,” Josh said. 
“Unfortunately we haven’t had a game like that. The Boston Celtics are going to make you grind for 
every bucket, every point. You have to think and outsmart them on a lot of plays because their defensive 
I.Q. is almost perfect.” 

•

Michael Cunningham, Hawks beat
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